This paper compares the performances of two different optimisation techniques for solving inverse problems; the first one deals with the Hierarchical Asynchronous Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms software (HAPEA) and the second is implemented with a game strategy named Nash-EA. The HAPEA software is based on a hierarchical topology and asynchronous parallel computation. The Nash-EA methodology is introduced as a distributed virtual game and consists of splitting the wing design variables -aerofoil sections -supervised by players optimising their own strategy. The HAPEA and Nash-EA software methodologies are applied to a single objective aerodynamic ONERA M6 wing reconstruction. Numerical results from the two approaches are compared in terms of the quality of model and computational expense and demonstrate the superiority of the distributed Nash-EA methodology in a parallel environment for a similar design quality.
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Aerodynamic shape optimisation using EAs has been explored by several researchers (1; 2; 3; 4; 5). The aim in EA research for aerodynamic shape optimisation is to develop efficient optimisation techniques with high quality of solutions. The paper investigates two different optimisation techniques the Hierarchical Asynchronous Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms (HAPEA) and Nash game with EAs -Nash-EAs-for inverse problems. HAPEA relies on two major ingredients including a hierarchical topology for exploration and refinement and asynchronous parallel computation for continuous evaluation of candidate solutions. The Nash-EAs methodology consists of several players focused on local surfacic pressure distribution of airfoils using their strategy to optimise their local criteria but coupled with other players via the flow environnement modeled by non linear PDEs. The optimisation methods HAPEA and Nash-EA are applied to solve global single-objective aerodynamic design inverse problem. In this study, Nash games play the role of pre-conditionners to speed up the capture of global single objective optimisation. Numerical results from two approaches are compared in terms of both quality of model and computation time expense. The approach is implemented in a CFD design environment for the minimisation of the pressure difference between a pre-defined pressure and candidate pressure distribution over an aircraft wing operating at transonic flight conditions in Euler or Potential flows. In this research, we use a framework for multi-objective and multidisciplinary design optimisation. This framework has a graphical user interface (GUI) and has different modules for aerofoil, wing, aircraft, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and configuration design. Details on framework can be found in reference (6).
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Methodology
The evolutionary algorithm used in this paper is based on Evolution Strategies (ES) (7) . The first method HAPEA couples EA with several aerodynamic analysis tools and incorporates the concepts of Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA)(8; 9), a hierarchical topology (10) , asynchronous evaluation and a Pareto tournament selection (11; 12) . The hierarchical topology can provide different models including precise, intermediate and approximate models. Each node belonging to the different hierarchical layer can be handled by a different EA code. The second method couples Nash-EA with several aerodynamic analysis tools. The Nash game players choose their own strategy to improve their own objective.
Hierarchical Asynchronous Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms (HAPEA)
In this study, we use a robust multi-criteria optimisation software tool; a Hierarchical Asynchronous Parallel Evolutionary Algorithm (HAPEA) full details can be found in references (13; 14; 15) .
Hierarchical Topology
The optimiser has capabilities to handle multiple fidelity models for the solution. The bottom layer can be entirely devoted to exploration, the intermediate layer is a compromise between exploitation and exploration and the top layer concentrates on refining solutions. To take full benefit of a hierarchical structure, the top layer uses a very precise model meaning a time consuming solution. But at the same time, the subpopulations of the bottom layer need not yield a very precise result, as their main goal is to explore the search space. That means that they can make good use of simple models, with fast solvers. Individual migrates up and down during the optimisation. Figure 1a shows a representation of this formulation.
Parallel Computing and Asynchronous Evaluation
Another feature of HAPEA is the use of parallel computing. EAs are well suited to parallel computing; individuals can be sent to remote machines, evaluated and incorporated back into the optimisation process. In this study, the optimiser was parallelised on a cluster of computers. The system has ten machines with performances varying between 2.0 and 2.8 GHz. The master computer carries on the optimisation process while the remote machines compute the solver code. The message-passing model used is the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) (16) . The parallel implementation requires modifications to the canonical ES, which ordinarily evaluates entire populations simultaneously. The distinctive method of an asynchronous approach is that it generates only one candidate solution at a time and only re-incorporates one individual at a time, rather than an entire population at every generation as is usual with traditional EAs(7). Consequently solutions can be generated and returned out of order. This allows the implementation of an asynchronous fitness evaluation giving the method its name. Figure 1b shows a schematic representation of this approach. 
Nash Game Strategies
Nash equilibrium is a result of a game based on symmetric information exchanged between different players. Each player is in charge of one objective, has its own strategy set and its own criterion. During the game, each player looks for the best strategy in its search space in order to improve its own criterion while criteria of other players are fixed. The Nash equilibrium is reached after a series of strategies tried by players in a rational set until no player can improve its score by changing its own strategy. For instance, f = xy be the string representing the potential solution for a dual objective optimisation, where x corresponds to the first criterion and y to the second one. The first player P layer1 is assigned for the optimisation of x and the optimisation of y to P layer2. P layer1 optimises f with respect to the first criterion by modifying x, while y is fixed by P layer2. Symmetrically, P layer2 optimises f with respect to the second criterion by modifying y while x is fixed by P layer1 as illustrated in figure 2 . Details of Nash and game strategies can be found in references (4; 5). In the sequel Nash games are used as a preconditioner to speed up the capture of a single objective and not to solve a conflictual multi-criteria optimisation problem. In the former particular situation, the Nash games are classified as virtual games whereas in the later case the real game denomination associated with the conflictual physics of the problem prevails. Figure 2 . Nash strategy with Player1 and 2.
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Aerodynamic Analysis Tools
There are several complexities involved in transonic shocked flows due to compressible effects. By increasing the flight regime from subsonic to transonic, velocity reaches the critical Mach number, a name given to the lowest (subsonic) free-stream Mach number for which the maximum value of the local velocity first becomes sonic. This flow field contains regions of locally subsonic and locally supersonic velocities with shocks, hence a proper selection and validation of aerodynamic analysis tools is required before using results of the flow solver during an optimisation process to evaluate candidate solutions. The flow solver should meet some essential conditions such as: result accuracy, time consumption and robustness. It is always desirable to use a high fidelity Navier-Stokes solver that accounts for the flow complexities such as boundary layers, flow separation and shocks. The major problem with this approach is the high computational expense for evaluating a solution since the CPU cost of one computation might take several hours on a parallel environment (cluster, grids, supercomputer). Therefore it is convenient to define and introduce low/middle fidelity solvers such as a full potential flow solver with viscous effects which contains compressible error correction; the results obtained from a potential flow solver with viscous effects can be then compared to wind tunnel experimental data for validation.
Potential Flow Solver (FLO22) and Friction
In this paper, two analysis tools are utilised; the potential flow solver FLO22 (17) written by Jameson and Caughey and the FRICTION program developed by Hendrickson (18) . FLO22 is designed for analysing inviscid, isentropic, transonic flow past 3D swept wing configurations. The free stream Mach number is restricted only by the isentropic assumption and weak shock waves are automatically located wherever they occur in the flow. The finite-difference form of the full equation for the velocity potential is solved by the method of relaxation, after the flow exterior to the airfoil is mapped to the upper half 5 plane. The input data includes wing geometric configurations and aerofoil sections information at each section and flow conditions input data such as Mach number, angle of attack and friction drag(C D0 ). Friction drag is computed externally using the FRICTION program. This program was developed by Hendrickson and provides an estimate of laminar and turbulent the skin friction suitable for use in aircraft preliminary design. Details of the FLO22 code validation can be found in reference (19) and it is shown that the results obtained by FLO22 are in good agreement with experimental data (20) . FLO22 has capabilities to provide accurate results and to solve the aerodynamic characteristics for 3D wings operating at transonic speeds. FLO22 provides some advantages: The first benefit is good accuracy even considering the inviscid flow assumption. The other advantage when compared full Navier-Stokes solver is the computational time; a single computation takes only 50 to 70 seconds on a computational grid of 96×12×16 with 200 iterations. Therefore, the authors have confidence on the capabilities of the solver and its accuracy for its coupling with the evolutionay optimiser.
Reconstruction of Pressure Distribution on ONERA M6 Wing
In this study, the aerodynamic design reconstruction of a ONERA M6 wing is investigated. Two approaches are considered; first approach uses the HAPEA software with three layers hierarchical topology. The second approach uses the Nash-EA software implemented with three players placed at root, crank and tip aerofoil sections.
Design Variables
The external geometry of the wing planform is fixed and illustrated in Fig. 3 and table 1. The control points that define the aerofoil sections at 3 spanwise stations represent the design variables. The aerofoil geometry is represented using Bézier splines with the combination of a mean line and thickness distribution, which is a very common concept in classical aerodynamics (21) . A variable number of intermediate control points whose x -positions are fixed in advance and whose y-heights form the problem unknowns as illustrated in Fig.  4 . 
Fitness Function and Termination Criteria of HAPEA and Nash-EA
This reconstruction problem deals with a single-objective and consists of minimisation the difference between pre-computed ONERA M6 wing surface pressures and computed wing pressure distributions. The flow conditions are provided in table 2. The fitness function and termination criteria are as follows;
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where i and j indicate chord-wise and span-wise number of wing sections.
Termination Criteria if (f itness ≤ 0.0167 || Evaluation T ime ≥ 150 hours)
The optimisation will be terminated when the value of fitness is less than 0.0167 or when the evaluation time goes over 150 hours. 
Problem Definition
The first approach considers the use of HAPEA as a methodology and the application of single-objective inverse aerodynamic design of ONERA M6 wing operating at transonic speeds.
Design Variables
The wing geometry is fixed and illustrated in figure 3 and table 1. Three aerofoil sections are considered and FLO22 will interpolate the aerofoil shape between sections. The computed pressure distributions obtained from 21 spanwise and 107 chordwise sections are compared to pre-defined pressure distribution.
Implementation
The FLO22 solver is utilised and the following specific parameters are considered for the evolutionary optimiser using a hierarchical topology. 
Result
This problem was run for 2010 function evaluations of the head node on two 2.4GHz processors and was stopped after thirty hours. Figure 5 shows the optimisation convergence history for this approach. The geometries of optimised aerofoil section at root, break and tip are designed very close to baseline aerofoil sections shape and compared to target aerofoil baseline in figure 6 where it can be seen there is slightly difference at 30 to 60% of root and tip aerofoil section. Figure 7 compares between target and optimised pressure distributions at 21 spanwise sections where the cross (+) presents target pressure and the circle is for optimised pressure. Spanwise pressure distributions at 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 90% of the span are illustrated in figures 8 to 10. 
ONERA M6 Wing Reconstruction using Nash-EA Problem Definition
This test case considers the Nash-EA approach denoted virtual Nash game and its application to single-objective inverse aerodynamic design of the ONERA M6 wing operating at transonic speeds. Players 1, 2 and 3 are placed at root, crank and tip aerofoil section respectively (aerofoil1, aerofoil2 and aerofoil3). Player 1 will minimise the difference of candidate surface pressure and targeted surface pressure for Root section aerofoil while sending best root aerofoil to Player 2 and 3. A similar task process is assigned to Player 2 and Player 3 as illustrated in table 3 and figure 11 . Table 3 . Nash-EA Player 1, 2 and 3.
P layers Root Crank T ip P layer1 N ewCandidate Elite(P layer2) Elite(P layer3) P layer2 Elite(P layer1) N ewCandidate Elite(P layer3) P layer3 Elite(P layer1) Elite(P layer2) N ewCandidate Figure 11 . Nash-EA Players for reconstruction of ONERA M6 wing.
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Design Variables
The wing geometry is fixed as illustrated in figure 3 and table 1. Three aerofoil sections are considered and FLO22 will interpolate the aerofoil shape between sections. The computed pressure distributions obtained from 21 spanwise and 107 chordwise sections are compared to pre-defined pressure.
Implementation
The FLO22 solver is utilised and the following specific parameters are considered for the evolutionary optimiser using three players in terms of fine grid. 
Result
The problem was run for 315 function evaluations of each Player 1, 2 and 3 and took approximately five hours on two 2.4 GHz processors. Figure 12 shows the optimisation convergence history for this test case. The fitness reached to pre-defined value after five hours that is only 16% of HAPEA time expense. The geometries of reconstructed aerofoil section at root, break and tip compare quite well with baseline aerofoil sections shape and compared to target aerofoil in figure 13 . As illustrated, there is a good match between aerofoils geometries. Figure 14 Concluding this case, it can be observed from the numerical experiments that Nash-EA approach has a significant potential to save CPU cost for any single criteria inverse problem. This might be due to the distributing design variables to Nash-Players instead of dealing whole design variables. However further research is needed for multi-criteria inverse problems and optimisation problems. The methodologies including HAPEA and Nash-EA software are verified and easily coupled to aerodynamic analysis tools. These approaches have both flexible capabilities to find optimal shapes for inverse aerofoil sections and shape optimisation problems. Without any problem specific knowledge of the flow analyzer, the methodologies HAPEA and Nash-EA have captured the correct geometries and pressure distribution over different aerofoil sections operating at transonic shocked flow regimes.
Discussion
This paper explored the use of Nash-EA and HAPEA for inverse aerodynamic design optimisation. Results from the test cases arise two distinctive discussion points;
1. CPU time cost Nash-EA seems to be more efficient than HAPEA for an inverse design problem. This is mainly because the Nash-EA distributes design variables to NashPlayers while HAPEA manages entire design variables. Another reason is that HAPEA is based on a Pareto-EAs approach which is effective in finding the wide range solutions but leads to expensive CPU time cost. As a further investigation, there are two possible ways to reduce the computational expense of the Nash-EA approach; one is by using a cluster of computers. The second is implementing hierarchical strategy into the Nash-EA approach which can be called Nash-HAPEA.
Pareto front with Nash-Equilibrium
It is necessary to improve the Nash-EA methodology before considering multiobjective or multidisciplinary design problem since Nash-EA is only capable of producing a single solution. In addition, it is important in many cases to produce Pareto front that can show the trend of non-dominated solutions for each objective. To produce Pareto non-dominated solution using Nash-EA, a virtual player which based on Pareto-EA needs to be implemented. Current tests are being conducted using Nash-HAPEA with virtual Player.
Numerical results obtained from Nash-EA and HAPEA optimisation approaches are compared in terms of efficiency and model quality. The two approaches offer alternative choices to the designer when solving single inverse design problems. Current research focus on direct design and multi-objective optimisation problems using the above methodology and other conflicting game strategies like Nash-HAPEA or hierarchical game like Stackelberg for distributed virtual or real games are presently under investigation.
